CHRISTMAS

Question: How do people celebrate Christmas?

● Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. Many people like to give present(s) to family and friends on birthdays and at Christmas.

2. ______________ often begins in late November or early December.

3. A ______________ is white, red, and sometimes green. It's sweet. You can put it on a tree, or you can eat it.

4. You can put presents under a ______________.

5. You can put small gifts in a ______________.

6. Let's put ______________ on the tree!

7. A ______________, of course, is a man made from snow.

8. Many people like to eat a large meal at Christmas which includes ______________.

9. You can ______________ a tree, or even your house, with Christmas lights.

10. Some people like to go to ______________ on Christmas day.

11. ______________ has a long, white beard.

12. A week after Christmas, on New Year's Eve, you can see lots of colorful ______________.

13. ______________ is a kind of cake that may be shaped like a man or a house.

14. My friend sent me a ______________.

15. Some people like to light ______________ at Christmas.

C candle n.
candy cane n.
Christmas card n.
Christmas lights n.
Christmas shopping n.
Christmas stocking n.
Christmas tree n.
church n.
decorate v.
decor v.
decoration n.
decorations n.
decorates v.
decorations n.
decorating v.
decorating n.
decorations n.
decorates v.
decorating v.
decorating n.
decorations n.
decorates v.
decorating v.
decorating n.
decorations n.
decorates v.
decorating v.
decorating n.
decorations n.
decorates v.
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decorating n.
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decorating n.
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decorating n.
decorations n.
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decorating v.
decorating n.
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decorating n.
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decorating n.
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decorating v.
decorating n.
decorations n.
WORD BANK

Aim  Supplementary vocabulary building
Level  Intermediate
Time  Approximately 15 – 20 minutes

ANSWER KEY

1. present(s)
2. Christmas shopping
3. candy cane
4. Christmas tree
5. Christmas stocking
6. Christmas lights
7. snowman
8. turkey
9. decorate
10. church
11. Santa Claus
12. fireworks
13. Gingerbread
14. Christmas card
15. candle(s)

This worksheet is now on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmTPjGYizMo&feature=emb_logo